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The People Behind The Podcasts



The Creators

• The podcast industry’s first credible data on the people who make podcasts
• Data derived from Edison Podcast Metrics, a continuously sampled online survey of weekly podcast 

consumers, weighted to demographics from Infinite Dial
• Sample: 617 weekly podcast listeners, 18+, who currently produce or have ever produced a 

podcast 
• Data collected throughout Q2 2021 - Q1 2022 
• Limitations:

• Data collected over a longer timeframe (most of four quarters) can change over the course of 
data collection

• Data is sampled from weekly podcast listeners (and not less-frequent or lapsed listeners) and 
should not be used for market sizing
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Education
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income
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Base: Employed Full or Part Time

employment



Creators actively drive workplace purchases

Base: Employed Full or Part Time

Percent participating in 
purchase decisions as 
a part of job function



Does the financial 
responsibility for 

making workplace 
purchase decisions lie 

with you?

Creators actively drive workplace purchases

Base: Employed Full or Part Time, participate in Purchase Decisions at Work



Creators heavily over-index as democrats

“When it comes to 
political matters, do 
you usually think of 

yourself as a…”



Creators pass on their love of podcasts to their children

Percent whose 
children listen to 

podcasts

Base: Parent or Guardian of a child under 18 (61% of Creators)
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Creators are exceptionally active users of social media
Percent of Podcast Creators who currently ever use service





Creators share and follow podcasts on social media

84 86 87

Shared a Podcast On Social Media Followed a Podcast Host on Social Media Followed a Podcast on Social Media

Percent of Podcast Creators who have ever engaged in behavior



Many creators own both iphone and android devices

71 71

iPhone Android

Percent owning device



Podcast Creators Are very active users of smart audio

36

65

Weekly Podcast Listeners Podcast Creators

Ever Listen to Podcasts on Smart Speakers



Spotify is the service “most often used” 
by Creators to listen to podcasts
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30

Podcasts App (iOS)

YouTube

Spotify

Percent of Podcast Creators who indicate listed service is their “most often used” podcast listening service”



Creators over-index for interest in 
tech, science, fiction and drama
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Percent of Podcast Creators 
who ever listen to podcasts 
featuring topic
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Creators over-index for interest in 
tech, science, fiction and drama

Percent of Podcast Creators 
who ever listen to podcasts 
featuring topic
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Top Ten Podcast Topics by Interest – Podcast Creators

1. Comedy
2. Music
3. Technology
4. Entertainment
5. Sport
6. News/Info
7. History
8. Politics
9. True Crime
10. Science



Creators are not significantly more active 
listeners than weekly podcast consumers

7:30

8:18

Weekly Listeners

Creators

Weekly Time Spent Listening to Podcasts (H:M)



More than four in ten creators have been listening to 
podcasts for under a year

“How long have you been 
listening to podcasts?”



Creators are extremely receptive to advertising in podcasts

52

31

10 7

Are Interested/Often Find Useful Don't mind them/Occasionally Find
Useful

Generally Dislike /Occasionally Find
Useful

Dislike Completely/Never Find Useful

How do you feel about sponsorship messages in podcasts you regularly listen to?



Creators are extremely receptive to advertising in podcasts

2

3

19

32

44

Much Less Likely

Somewhat Less Likely

Neither Likely Nor Unlikely

Somewhat More Likely

Much More Likely

Compared to hearing advertisements in other places, when you hear ads on podcasts, 
how likely are you to consider the brand advertised?



Creators support each other

In the past 12 months, 
have you given money 
to support a podcast?



Creators support each other

60

75

48

Pay for a podcast subscription on Apple
Podcasts

Pay for Spotify Premium Pay for a podcast subscription on Patreon

Percent of Podcast Creators who currently engage in listed behavior



observations

While the listener profile is nearly representative of the 
U.S. population, those involved with the creation of 
podcasts (not just the hosts!) are overwhelmingly male. 
The industry needs to do more to encourage female 
creators at EVERY level, from production to sound 
design to hosting.



observations

Creators aged 45+ are under-represented, which may 
be one reason why podcast listening has always lagged 
with older demographics.



observations

There is an element of economic/academic privilege to 
the creation of a podcast. Grass-roots efforts to 
empower creators in economically depressed areas and 
in schools will only serve to make the space more 
vibrant and lock in future listeners.



observations

Some of the economic and ideological biases of 
creators show up in the differences between what 
genres of podcast are popular (True Crime, Society & 
Culture) and what Creators are more prone to consume 
(Technology, History, Science).



observations

For some, creating a podcast is potentially their 
introduction to being a regular podcast listener, period. 
If every new podcast only brings with it a literal handful 
of new listeners, the space is enriched.



observations

We can never forget that every new creator is a 
listener—and these listeners are extremely receptive to 
podcast advertising, as well as directly supportive of 
their fellow creators. We aren’t just empowering 
creators—we are enabling an economy.
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